LandMentor
LandMentor is a new core
technology to replace CAD for land
development design, surveying,
mapping and (in the near future)
engineering. The free LandMentor
Virtual Viewer allows you to
experience the future of how land
development will be communicated.
Two dimensional plans of the
past are difficult (if not
impossible)
to
correctly
visualize what is represented
on paper, and today’s 3D
renderings are simply far too
costly to be practical. To make
a bad situation worse, existing
CAD solutions cannot provide
critical site design information.
LandMentor reigns in a new era
where 3D massing and exact
surface (parcel) information is an
effortless button press from a
significantly reduced work flow
(compared to CAD solutions). The
patent pending user interface
eliminates all commands while
reducing effort and learning
curves.

The Virtual Viewer utilizes
Video Gaming technology
allowing Cities, Developers,
Builders, Consultants, and
Students
to
experience
development proposals and
as-built surveying in a virtual
setting without the costs, or
long learning curves of CAD.
Virtual communication of land development will forever eliminate guesswork as
to what a development will eventually look like. When used for as-built land
surveying the Virtual Viewer provides another layer of protection against costly
mistakes made from miss-interpreting field work. LandMentor is a precision land
surveying system using positional coordinate geometry (an industry first), thus
most common CAD induced surveying errors are eliminated!
To experience the future of Virtualization and the precision Site Analysis capability of the
Virtual Viewer download the software at:
http://www.rhsdplanning.com/LM_VIEWER7.6-setup.exe
This technology is designed to be quickly learned and mastered. To download the instructions:
http://www.rhsdplanning.com/LM_VIEWER_Instructions.pdf
Example Files:
http://www.rhsdplanning.com/ExampleCommercial_Virtual.ppf
http://www.rhsdplanning.com/HuntersLakeC_3D_1a.ppf
http://www.rhsdplanning.com/RiverPRairie_3D.ppf
Note: If the download compresses the file, you may have to specify the correct uncompressed
extension for LandMentor which is .ppf
LandMentor will be available Spring/Summer 2013 beta pre-release may be available from
Neighborhood Innovations, LLC to a select few interested customers. For more information call
763-545-0216 or contact Rick Harrison at rharrison@neighborhoodinnovations.com

